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special feature

Take The Christmas Shopping Challenge

Got the feeling you’re buying the same old expensive junk 
for friends and family –arty novels that will never be read, a 

soon-to-be-bad-taste tie, hit-and-miss clothes and cosmetics? A 
number of Christian organisations, including TEAR and CMS, run 
programs to ensure your Christmas generosity actually makes 
a difference. For me, this seems a great option to ensure that a 
wider circle of friends know I care. With a budget of $30, I have $5 
to spend on half-a-dozen couples. Through CMS, a gift of $5 will 
help provide the resources to take the gospel to an African child.  
Through TEAR, a $5 gift will supply workbooks and stationery to 
enable a poor child from Zambia (or a number of other nations) to 
attend a community school. In both cases, my friends will receive a 
personalised card in thanks for the donation. 

www.tear.org.au
www.cms.org.au

Both Matthias Media and Outreach Media/FEVA have 
garnered a deserved reputation for thought-provoking, 

gospel-focused Christmas Cards. While they’re not for 
everyone, I find FEVA’s ongoing assault on the Santa myth 
a hilarious talking point (see cards pictured). Yet for my 
primary-school-teaching spouse, CEP’s latest innovation will 
be especially welcome - Christian cards designed for kids. 
These high-quality cards come in a tear-off pad of 35 (A5 size) 
for $10, and are suitable for primary-aged children. Inside, the 
Christmas story is told through pictures and words, and there is 
room for a personal message. They will prove an inexpensive 
alternative for kids in Sunday School or Scripture classes. 

CEP phone: 8268 3344
FEVA online store: www.feva.org.au
Mathias Media online store: www.mathiasmedia.org.au

Shopping 
‘ethically’ can 
sometimes 
prove very 
expensive.

JEREMY 
HALCROW took 
the challenge to 
devise a ‘Godly’ 
Christmas 
shopping list 
using a budget 
of less than 
$100.

For the mate
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REACH OUT  

TO AN  
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( x 6 = TOTAL $30 )

For the class
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For the kids

$10
CHRISTMAS 
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AN ADVENT 

CALENDAR


